ACROSS
1 Inactive seaman giving garden priority in outskirts of Surrey (9)
6 Minimal attire used in marathon, generally (5)
9 Swiftness shown when entering the complex (5)
10 Uncomfortable holiday home, lacking capital, subject to ridicule (3,2,4)
11 Breathing apparatus worn by Greek character in British 'ovel (10)
12 Swede perhaps joins American star (4)
14 Friend entertains wife with good gossip (7)
15 Serving in Italy, soldier guards revolutionary prisoner and companion (7)
17 Butterfly in white, red, navy is overseen by him (7)
19 Thoughtful writer discussing strain (7)
20 Vagrant's Holy Book, half-missing (4)
22 Jerk directors, using broadcasting prompt (5,5)
25 Wine that covers floor after pub party (9)
26 Stiff back (5)
27 Acquiring new uniform, Jeannie regularly shows weariness (5)
28 Vigilant newsman follows golf score extremely excitedly (5-4)

DOWN
1 Relative retains a hotel address in Delhi? (5)
2 Missed organising drinks fund, as a rule (9)
3 Old playwright given chicken after Christmas (4,6)
4 Constant racket evident in presence of a jumbo (7)
5 Bryner, with shout of approval, knocked back good Xmas cake (4,3)
6 Carry child last quarter of mile (4)
7 Sneak into Old English lecture (5)
8 Mixer sadly angered having to keep at home (9)
13 Number one covered by inferior jazzman (5,5)
14 Company longing to obtain a British trainee that can be taught (9)
16 Accountant, probing niche eccentric, tracks deception (9)
18 Dinosaur fearful of a mouse? (7)
19 Con opposes this lengthy stretch (7)
21 Posh person penning lines, going back (5)
23 Departed around noon, and had a meal (5)
24 Fish fair seen in Hawaii (4)

Solution 15,623

CAR WASH KICK ASS
LADIES ENSO
ASYOUWERECRAWL
STLFRPD
SHUTTLEWISEUKER
SBXNAR
THESEVEN
SAMURAI
REV X CUE
UGH EMULSIFYING
GALMITILI
GRUMPICELANDER
LVLVENKEOE
ENCELAVERHEBEN
HREER

JOTTER PAD